Netflix’s One Day at a Time season 2 review: one of the best shows. 26 Mar 2018. Variety’s Maureen Ryan joined the call for the series renewal, writing in her column “Why Netflix Should Renew One Day at a Time: ” “It’s one of the best shows of the season. The series is a reimagining of the iconic Norman Lear sitcom about a Cuban-American family and starring Rita Moreno, Justina Machado, and does an excellent job of tackling important social issues like identity, immigration, and racism. The show is a hit with fans and critics alike, and it’s clear that the audience wants more. With Netflix’s renewed interest in renewing One Day at a Time, fans are hoping for a third season.”

One Day at a Time: Season 1 - Rotten Tomatoes 26 Mar 2018. Multi-camera comedy series One Day at a Time has been renewed for Season 3 by Netflix. The 13-episode third season of the show, One Day at a Time Official Trailer [HD]: Netflix - YouTube 27 Jan 2018. The quickest way to describe Netflix’s One Day at a Time might be “a single Cuban-American mom keeps her family together,” but that only tells part of the story. One Day at a Time (TV Series 1975–1984) - IMDb One Day at a Time is a reimagining of the iconic Norman Lear sitcom about a Cuban-American family and starring Rita Moreno and Justina Machado. The show tackles important issues like immigration, racism, and identity, and it’s clear that the audience wants more. With Netflix’s renewed interest in renewing One Day at a Time, fans are hoping for a third season.”
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